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Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
RT @OTalk_: Have you had a chance to read tonight's #Otalk blog? We're sure this one has something for everyone across all levels and scope…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Hi everyone, thankyou for joining @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 and I for tonight's #OTalk We can't wait to get the conversation started on case study research
@OTalk_

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Quick, get the kettle boiled and the Ipad/phone/laptop ready! Looking forward to hosting tonight #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Hello! Welcome to February's #Otalk Research. Before we welcome tonight's hosts, let's kick off with our hellos from everyone joining us this evening
https://t.co/euNsTf3FSa

#OTalk @OTalk_
Welcome to tonight's hosts #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ Good evening #OTalk Research

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@OTalk_ Hello and good evening everyone in #OTalk 

!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid @Katiethomson9 @OTalk_ Hi @LeonaMcquaid looking forward to hearing people's perspective #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Welcome to tonight's hosts #OTalk

Jay Webster (They/Them) @jwot77
@OTalk_ 

#

Lurking this evening. Looking foward to hearing all about case study research. #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ Normal service is resumed! Looking forward to tonight’s #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OfficialCAHPR: Don't miss the latest edition of #OTalk this evening...

#OTalk @OTalk_
OK, so last week, I think we might have hit a record with the number of people sent to the #Otalk naughty step! @Kirstie_OT was on a roll for her last #Otalk! 
include the #OTalk hashtag in ALL of your tweets & replies so everyone can follow

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @OTalk_ Really interesting topic - linking research to practice #OTalk

Sal Alderson OT Student @SalAldersonOT
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@OTalk_ Hellooo 

$

 #OTalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@OTalk_ forgot the hashtag! #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @OTalk_ Hello, thanks for hosting tonight's #OTalk!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Quick, get the kettle boiled and the Ipad/phone/laptop ready! Looking forward to hosting tonight #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: OK, so last week, I think we might have hit a record with the number of people sent to the #Otalk naughty step! @Kirstie_OT was…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Ok here goes, lets get started! Q1. What has been your experience of case study research to date? #OTalk https://t.co/tXojjWZ6Af

#OTalk @OTalk_
Welcome everyone! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @Kirstie_OT I like the idea of a #OTalk naughty step 

%

Genevieve Casey @gensonbutton
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @OTalk_ Hi there, looking forward to learning more on tonight’s topic! #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ Hello everyone….looking forward bridging the gap! #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ @Kirstie_OT except when it becomes a full flight of stairs! #OTalk @GeekyOT legacy! #OTalk

SYaB AHP ICS 

&

 @SYB_ICS_AHPs
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Hi everyone, thankyou for joining @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 and I for tonight's #OTalk We can't wait to get the co…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Our first question tonight. We're looking forward to hearing about your experiences of case study research #Otalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ It was more of a staircase last week 

'

 #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk case studies have been the primary source of evidence for my service improvement projects and placement reporting. I can definitely see the
power they would have in true research, I even have two in mind!

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
@KatrinaBannigan @OTalk_ Haha snap @Helen_OTUK #OTalk 

'

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid I have worked with students to collect case studies of in depth experiences that we hope to pool to create multiple case studies #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q1: Only read about it a little when considering using it but lit review conclusions made me realise I needed a different approach

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid I think they provide students with an opportunity to do robust research without becoming overwhelmed by scale #OTalk
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Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OT_Jim That's great to hear Jim! Feel free to share your ideas #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Lurking as defo not my strong pillar 

'

#OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid I think they provide students with an opportunity to do robust research without becoming overwhelmed by…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid I think they provide students with an opportunity to do robust research without becoming overwhelmed by…

Sarah Norris @sirronharas
@OTalk_ #otalk 

)

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid Have your cases been people or services? #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid None - very curious to hear others' experiences, particularly in practice. I think I've only read qualitative examples, so am keen to learn more 

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@OTalk_ Being new to research - I find that we need to be able to use practice to inform research and future direction of our profession #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid Although I have mainly used them with students I think that they are more feasible for practitioners as well #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I’m really interested to explore how this compares/differs to the more traditional clinical case studies that we are perhaps more familiar with #OTalk

Sal Alderson OT Student @SalAldersonOT
@LeonaMcquaid Q1: For my 4th year Honours project I did a single case study research project #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid me too @lucyevt from all here in #OTalk 

!

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@lucyevt It is a very common assumption that all case study research is qualitative but they can also be used to review intervention outcomes #Otalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
@OTalk_ Working with people with learning disabilities, it was interesting to read Dr David Haines work on people with PMLD engaging in meaningful occupation at home
which used an evolving case study methodology #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk so I find case studies (individual or community) give you a wealth of data, a comprehensive scope of enquiry and a more engaged subject
group, than other approaches

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Ok here goes, lets get started! Q1. What has been your experience of case study research to date? #OTalk https://t.co/tXo…

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Case studies been an important part of evidencing worth of service, educating other members of the team and have had more success than data. I also place a high
value on hearing service user presentations at conferences and how OT has helped them find meaning #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk so I find case studies (individual or community) give you a wealth of data, a comprehensive scope of enqui…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Els_OT: @OTalk_ Working with people with learning disabilities, it was interesting to read Dr David Haines work on people with PMLD eng…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny I would probably call traditional clinical case studies case reports and my perceptions of case study research is it has to involve data collection and
analysis (using rigorous methods) #OTalk Would you agree? @preston_jenny

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @lucyevt It is a very common assumption that all case study research is qualitative but they can also be used to review i…

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid Yes, very interesting and useful application. There's one I'm reading at the moment for a journal club, so this will be really helpful! #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Great to see a range of experiences. Lets look at Q2 then. What, if anything has surprised you about case study research from the blog? #OTalk https://t.co/wh6F88n3qV

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
This is a really popular methodology with other professional groups such as psychology #OTalk

Glasgow Watch @Glasgow_Watch
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Great to see a range of experiences. Lets look at Q2 then. What, if anything has surprised you about case study research…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk mainly individuals, however I’ve started to look a communities and pathways

#OTalk @OTalk_
Any thoughts? #Otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@EmmaLairdOT @OTalk_ How does this relate to case study research? Would practice inform case study research differently? #OTalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
Sounds like we have some interesting examples of case study research being completed within practice and education #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
I agree, they can feel more relatable to practice if done well #otalk

Fiona Page (she/her) @FionaPageOT
@SalAldersonOT @LeonaMcquaid Was that from practice experience? Or a stand alone project? #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid Q2. That it's such a useful research method for OT and yet still rarely used. But this is maybe exacerbated by a low research yield in the professional in
general? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
On to question 2. Interested to hear your initial thoughts on our hosts #Otalk blog and your reflections leading up to tonight's chat

Dr. Hortensia Gimeno @HortensiaGimeno
@KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny there is a methodology for this but not just one case. Single case experimental design/n-of-1 methods and guideliens. Rather than
using one case study research we should use proper SCED methods, no? #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid What do you do with the case studies when the project has finished? Are they published? Available on a database? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@KatrinaBannigan I think I agree 

*

but probably still pondering this as it can be confusing in clinical practice so just wanting to confirm a shared understanding 

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Any thoughts? #Otalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
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I was surprised at the range of research designs that can be incorporated within case study research #OTalk

Genevieve Casey @gensonbutton
@LeonaMcquaid Q1: Currently considering using this approach for my Masters research project but trying to get my head around the methodology as I have quant. data
#OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT It would be interesting to know if any other students or research supervisors have encouraged this approach and how you found it?
#otalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk I have no experience. This sounds interesting. Would like to learn more about it.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny Absolutely and they seem more accessible an approach to practitioners whilst still being able to contribute to the evidence base. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT It would be interesting to know if any other students or research supervisors have encouraged…

Fiona Page (she/her) @FionaPageOT
@LeonaMcquaid In practice some experience but from an academic perspective the research hierarchy tends to put me off. Feel it has a lot to show us about impact
though #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@OTalk_ agreed and as you reminded us in the blog @LeonaMcquaid use of multiple case studies enables increased generalisation #OTalk

Sal Alderson OT Student @SalAldersonOT
@FionaPageOT @LeonaMcquaid It was a stand alone project in that it was essentially my dissertation. Really interesting to do and as it was a single person case study,
it wasn’t so overwhelming #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny It was John McLeod a researcher in Counselling that captured my imagination about using case studies to grow the evidence base #OTalk

Carolyn Hay 

& !

 @CarolynHay
@OTalk_ Hi everyone #otalk. Sorry I’m a bit late!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OTalk_ I was reassured to see the robustness of the methodology, not that I ever doubted it but great to see how it is emerging and developing #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk most of what I’ve done has been in support of undergraduate students, so it has been used in their education and potentially
sat in their CPD logs or on my desktop.. I will publish some in the future

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@lucyevt A good point Lucy. There could be several barriers, research capacity in general, how they are valued in the wider research community... but maybe this is a
good place to start building research capacity #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q2: Not surprised as such, really neat and informative blog, got my interest! 

!

But of special interest is the common framework to store within a
database #collaboration #pragmatic #vision

Lee Winterburn. @LeeWinterburn89
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk None, during my time at university I think research is always a scary area that we can feel over phased in.

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @preston_jenny: This is a really popular methodology with other professional groups such as psychology #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@Katiethomson9 @gensonbutton Maybe have a look at explanatory case studies and Yin's work if using quantitative data #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @Katiethomson9 @gensonbutton Maybe have a look at explanatory case studies and Yin's work if using quantitative data #ota…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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@HortensiaGimeno @preston_jenny I agree but it does not always have to be experimental design. Qualitative case studies can be poo as well if the purpose it to
understand the experience of a phenomenon #OTalk

Carolyn Hay 

& !

 @CarolynHay
@LeonaMcquaid None, which is why I’ve come along tonight to learn a little more. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @HortensiaGimeno: @KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny there is a methodology for this but not just one case. Single case experimental design…

Fiona Page (she/her) @FionaPageOT
@NatMatchOT @theRCOT Agree @NatMatchOT each experience is unique #otalk

Sal Alderson OT Student @SalAldersonOT
@LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT I found it more interesting than the thought of a critical review, it gave me the chance to get involved with the person which made it
more ‘real’ to me #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Us too @emmaspellmanOT #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 #OTalk has some experience in using case studies as the primary evidence on placements, as does
@Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SalAldersonOT: @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT I found it more interesting than the thought of a critical review, it gave me the chance to g…

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT It would be interesting to know if any other students or research supervisors have encouraged…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny One of the things @LeonaMcquaid has done is a scoping review to understand the terms is used and defined in occupational therapy. This is why we
have started to careful to use the phrase case study research #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeeWinterburn89 @LeonaMcquaid You might feel a little scared at times @LeeWinterburn89 but you are doing so well with your research #OTalk

☑ ! ,

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny It was John McLeod a researcher in Counselling that captured my imagination about using case studies to…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@helenadmello @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan Really pleased that this has sparked an interest for you, happy to chat further at other points if helpful #Otalk

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Great to see a range of experiences. Lets look at Q2 then. What, if anything has surprised you about case study research…

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid Absolutely, and I agree re method "hierarchies" in research. Maybe quite time and resource-heavy as well? Which, in clinical practice, might not be
feasible. It seems like another example where collaboration between OTs or utilising students could be useful. #OTalk

Sal Alderson OT Student @SalAldersonOT
@FionaPageOT @LeonaMcquaid I never thought I’d enjoy research but I did really enjoy this (to a point 

'

) it was still challenging though #OTalk

Dr Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@preston_jenny Similar for me - I did one for my undergrad research project. It was a wonderful way to do empirical research within the time constraints of university
module deadlines, AND set me up so well to go onto PhD #OTalk

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid I think they provide students with an opportunity to do robust research without becoming overwhelmed by…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@LeonaMcquaid @helenadmello @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan I think you may have sparked a lot of interest with this chat @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
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@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid 

- . !

 @OT_Jim #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @pd2ot: @preston_jenny Similar for me - I did one for my undergrad research project. It was a wonderful way to do empirical research wit…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Link to scoping review protocol on case study research if anyone is interested in learning a bit more #OTalk 

/ / / /

https://t.co/fHj7fM46QH

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny One of the things @LeonaMcquaid has done is a scoping review to understand the terms is used and define…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeeWinterburn89 @LeonaMcquaid I think that’s one of the attractions of case study research, it feels more achievable #Otalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid Agreed, this would be so useful! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
The potential to collaboratively use on scale with formalised methodology #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@EmmaLairdOT @LeonaMcquaid Absolutely, my thoughts too Emma, #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@preston_jenny @KatrinaBannigan This is something I have really had to get my head around. Sometimes its not clear if a study is a genuine case study (research) or a
case report and I think that's what we need to work on - the common understanding, conduct and reporting #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 @Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan When you say primary evidence what do you
mean by the phrase? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid That sounds really helpful. Are you planning/have you already published this work #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @preston_jenny @KatrinaBannigan This is something I have really had to get my head around. Sometimes its not clear if a s…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny One of the things @LeonaMcquaid has done is a scoping review to understand the terms is used and define…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 @Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan That sounds interesting, as the placement
assessment? #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OTalk_ @helenadmello @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan I can't keep up! Will definitely have to go back and comment over the next few days, thanks for joining in
everyone! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Signposting to a useful resource ⬇ Thank you @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk

Jo OT 

&

 @LDOTJo
RT @Els_OT: @OTalk_ Working with people with learning disabilities, it was interesting to read Dr David Haines work on people with PMLD eng…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid @preston_jenny And develop some best practice guidelines to designing, conducting and reporting case study research occupational therapy 

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@gensonbutton @LeonaMcquaid 

#

 @gensonbutton case studies can be used for exploratory or explanatory purposes too, including the single case experiment (Yin,
2018; Stake 1995). see blog from @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk good luck 

!

Lee Winterburn. @LeeWinterburn89
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk yes, I think making research more approachable would be something that could help bring students into research more
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willingly

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @pd2ot: @preston_jenny Similar for me - I did one for my undergrad research project. It was a wonderful way to do empirical research wit…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@LeonaMcquaid This is something I could try in practice #OTalk. I plan to give it a go. 

☺ 1

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@FionaPageOT I think all evidence has value and importance, different methods for different purposes #otalk

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Link to scoping review protocol on case study research if anyone is interested in learnin…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@chaniedavies Would be a fantastic resource that we could all contribute to! #Otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you, look forward to checking this out #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Thanks for all your engagement, a lot of chat tonight! So next up Q3.What do you think is the appeal of collecting rigorous case studies from occupational therapy
practice to inform research? #OTalk https://t.co/sMCvnbraHj

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT @LeonaMcquaid Couldn't agree more. This ms like an an accessible way for more practitioners to engage in rigorous research t could
contribute to the evidence base #OTalk

ElspethOT @Els_OT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Thanks for all your engagement, a lot of chat tonight! So next up Q3.What do you think is the appeal of collecting rigoro…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Thanks for all your engagement, a lot of chat tonight! So next up Q3.What do you think is the appeal of collecting rigoro…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 @Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan #OTalk normally in the form of 3 formal
case studies with the view of providing evidence of competence for a placement, the Case Studies allow the practitioners/student to tell a more complete and flowing
answer than the traditional approaches

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT It would be interesting to know if any other students or research supervisors have encouraged…

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid This is great! One to add to the interprofessional module on research that we deliver to our first years! Also some
potential ideas for my own Phd 

2

#OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Link to scoping review protocol on case study research if anyone is interested in learnin…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SalAldersonOT: @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT I found it more interesting than the thought of a critical review, it gave me the chance to g…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid 

3

 @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk 

!

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeonaMcquaid That the research is grounded in practice #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
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Fabulous, that would be incredibly helpful #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SalAldersonOT @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT That's great to hear. We need to provide students with meaningful and enjoyable learning experiences associated
with research #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 @Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan #OTalk, yes to answer the “questions”
and Competency statements for the assessment

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @preston_jenny: Fabulous, that would be incredibly helpful #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: @LeonaMcquaid @helenadmello @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan I think you may have sparked a lot of interest with this chat @LeonaMcquai…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@LeonaMcquaid A way to gain confidence and contribute to research and evidence base Inna familiar environment #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@Katiethomson9 @OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT @BABASAN77 @Lauren_kenton15 @OTstudent_Megan yes, I want to know more
about that too please #OTalk how interesting!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @helenadmello: @LeonaMcquaid A way to gain confidence and contribute to research and evidence base Inna familiar environment #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT And a more research active workforce = stronger evidence base = enhanced patient care. This can be a way into
research for all practitioners in an accessible and meaningful way #otalk but there still needs to be support and clarification to how to incorporate this

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@helenadmello @LeonaMcquaid Absolutely #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT And a more research active workforce = stronger evidence base = enhanced pati…

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid Love this Katie. When I read the blog, I immediately thought about RCOT initiative of the #valueofOT. The database @LeonaMcquaid
would be a fantastic way to capture this #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan That would be great thank you #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@helenadmello Fantastic! #otalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@OTalk_ #OTalk Q3: So much – I’m a fan and we only 30 mins into #OTalk! I like the idea of the rigour of the database and the collaboration amongst occupational
therapy constructors & inputters and researchers’ extraction & analysis

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT And a more research active workforce = stronger evidence base = enhanced pati…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SamOTantha: @Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid Love this Katie. When I read the blog, I immediately thought about RCOT initiative of the #val…

Genevieve Casey @gensonbutton
@LeonaMcquaid It makes it more relatable and accessible for clinicians #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SamOTantha: @Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid Love this Katie. When I read the blog, I immediately thought about RCOT initiative of the #val…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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RT @emmaspellmanOT: @OTalk_ #OTalk Q3: So much – I’m a fan and we only 30 mins into #OTalk! I like the idea of the rigour of the database a…

Nafeesa @NafeesaKhanOT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Ok here goes, lets get started! Q1. What has been your experience of case study research to date? #OTalk https://t.co/tXo…

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT And a more research active workforce = stronger evidence base = enhanced pati…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Link to scoping review protocol on case study research if anyone is interested in learnin…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ The rigour which is achieved through well conducted research is key which is what I think @HortensiaGimeno was driving at 

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk a case study gives a real mix methodology approach with a voice for the subject/individuals. I think the telling of stories is vital for research, as it
makes it memorable and will resonate better

Rhiannon Macpherson @RhiMacpOT
@LeonaMcquaid It provides a real opportunity to hear the participants voice within research #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @helenadmello: @LeonaMcquaid This is something I could try in practice #OTalk. I plan to give it a go. 

☺ 1

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid Explore "grey" subjects that OTs witness in practice but aren't readily covered by other AHPs; explore dark or hidden occupations and begin to build
understanding; prove the validity and outcome of OT intervention; person-centred #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @RhiMacpOT: @LeonaMcquaid It provides a real opportunity to hear the participants voice within research #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Ensuring the data is collected in a rigorous way is key, we need to be able to document what is happening practice and use that to inform
research. From my scoping review, I can see that there are still inconsistencies in how case studies are conducted. #otalk @OTalk_

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Surely it bridges acedemia and practice and relevant to what is happening on the ground, improving patient experience, identify great practice and gaps? Also gets more
clinicians involved in research and could capture wide demographics #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @lucyevt: @LeonaMcquaid Explore "grey" subjects that OTs witness in practice but aren't readily covered by other AHPs; explore dark or h…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
The fact that we can reuse the data in a shared resource- a more sustainable approach to research #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ The rigour which is achieved through well conducted research is key which is what I think @Hor…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello I couldn’t agree more - it’s how we do this! I suppose this links back to my point earlier about informing practice and
driving forward this evidence, but we need to make this accessible! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid That's an interesting perspective. They provide us with an opportunity to research that is important but may not be easy to get funded 

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Ensuring the data is collected in a rigorous way is key, we need to be able to document what is h…

Sarah Norris @sirronharas
An opportunity to show the value of OT- tell the complex and nuanced story behind the numbers? #Otalk
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Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
#OTalk this!!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @Katiethomson9: The fact that we can reuse the data in a shared resource- a more sustainable approach to research #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 Could not agree more @Katiethomson9 #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Study 2 of my PhD with @KatrinaBannigan and @Katiethomson9 will develop the educational resources needed to support practitioners
to collect this data in practice and integrate it as a part of their role #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OT_Jim: #OTalk this!!

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ I wonder if the common framework helps resolve the inconsistencies - does it have a guide perhaps for standardised conduction 
an ignorant question - apologies in advance 

4

Lee Winterburn. @LeeWinterburn89
@LeonaMcquaid #otalk would this form of data collection seem less formal and allow practitioners the time to share their experience but with less formality than say a
interview?

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim Are you volunteering to lead the discussion @OT_Jim #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @SalAldersonOT @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT That's great to hear. We need to provide students with meaningful and enjoya…

Sareeta @SareetaOT
There definitely needs to be more more support and clarification on how this can be done, particularly within a clinical setting. Perhaps more 'champions' reaching out to
services within their trusts to share their experiences and guide those who show some interest in research.

Sarah Norris @sirronharas
#otalk accessible and grounded in practice.

ElspethOT @Els_OT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Ensuring the data is collected in a rigorous way is key, we need to be able to document what is h…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 #OTalk would definitely be interested in any field support ;)

Helena OT @helenadmello
@RhiMacpOT @LeonaMcquaid Agree there is a wealth of information in daily practice that we don't fully appreciate from the perspective of how it could contribution to
evidence #OTalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeonaMcquaid @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan Looking forward to this next stage! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@KatrinaBannigan @OT_Jim Excellent idea @KatrinaBannigan #Otalk 

4

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 

- . !

#OTalk will look forward to seeing these

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid Also hopefully generating some detailed accounts of actual practice rather than mythologized adaptations of the occupational therapy
process. This is essential for evidence based practice #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan #OTalk I’m on a new project ban currently, need to finish my current projects first :)

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
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@LeeWinterburn89 In a sense yes, it is a more pragmatic approach reflective of their input in practice (explanatory case studies) #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Ensuring the data is collected in a rigorous way is key, we need to be able to document what is h…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Study 2 of my PhD with @KatrinaBannigan and @Katiethomson9 will develop the educational resources…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid As we all know, there are many stories to tell too!#OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ @Katiethomson9 Me too! 

5 5 5 5

 #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid @preston_jenny Thank you for sharing! #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@gensonbutton @LeonaMcquaid Without doubt #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@LeeWinterburn89 I think it provides an opportunity for researchers (as a primary role) and practitioners to work together #otalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
where is the time going?! Q4.What would enable you to complete one case study from practice per year? #OTalk https://t.co/sVLfGVovyh

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@helenadmello @OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid There are. And with many stories we might be able to identify trends #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @LeeWinterburn89 I think it provides an opportunity for researchers (as a primary role) and practitioners to work togethe…

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Link to scoping review protocol on case study research if anyone is interested in learnin…

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Might make research less scary for some of us to get involved....hint may need simple non research jargon to help those of us (me) who have not heard research terms
for a few years. But am up for the involvement #Otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Clear guidance of terms and methodology and the guidance you are working to develop #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk an accessible publication that doesn’t present the classic barriers associated with publishing,

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid @LeeWinterburn89 Whilst also have the structure of a framework so that the data can be meaningfully pooled. This is essential. #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT When I was in clinical practice a barrier was knowing where to start with ethics & the processes &
trusts policies for research in clinical practice. Thats what’s exciting about @ElizabethCasso1 mentorship program & @LeonaMcquaid project making the process more
accessible #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SamOTantha: @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @EmmaLairdOT When I was in clinical practice a barrier was knowing where to st…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid @LeeWinterburn89 Whilst also have the structure of a framework so that the data can be meaningfully pool…

#OTalk @OTalk_
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We are at Question 4 already! So much covered tonight! #Otalk

Carolyn 

(

T @CeeCeeOT
Late and lurking 

6

 #OTalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeonaMcquaid Incorporating case study research into my existing workload (student projects) - trying to work smarter! #Otalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q4: I need to study this as a methodology first. You have so wetted my interest in this #OTalk Also protected CPD time is always helpful, when
employers able to provide this

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk an accessible publication that doesn’t present the classic barriers associated with publishing,

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @OT_Jim And this narrative approach is something I think we can all feel comfortable with as occupational therapists so it plays to
our strengths. And with enough of these stories / cases, we can maybe identify that 'active ingredient' of our input #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid What are the classic barriers you are alluding to? #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid Support from superiors; encouraging research culture (w/in team and wider service setting); opportunity to pursue a passion project; feeling it would be
genuinely received and used to inform practice #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello @OT_Jim And this narrative approach is something I think we can all feel comfortable with…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk making a case study reflective practice session as popular as journal clubs used to be?

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@KatrinaBannigan @OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid This was then filter down into text books and journal articles that be used as part of the OT curriculum! I think this would
help bring this to life more and enhance the learning experience #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
@LeonaMcquaid A terminology dictionary...or an experienced research mentor to help. Peer action learning set? All of above #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@LeonaMcquaid @helenadmello @OT_Jim An essential component of complex intervention development #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @chaniedavies: @LeonaMcquaid A terminology dictionary...or an experienced research mentor to help. Peer action learning set? All of abo…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@emmaspellmanOT Any managers in the chat? How can we protect this time and ensure it becomes part of the role as valuable as other aspects of our jobs? 
Annual reviews?

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@chaniedavies @LeonaMcquaid I like the idea of a peer action learning set? Is this similar to a community of practice? #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT Any managers in the chat? How can we protect this time and ensure it becomes part of the role as valuable…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Moving on quickly here. Q5. What benefits might this pragmatic approach have for practitioners, researchers, clients? #OTalk https://t.co/UWW1iXg16J

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT Any managers in the chat? How can we protect this time and ensure it becomes part of the role as valuable…

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid Absolutely. But I am starting to wonder (hopefully!) that it is a method that could be conducted without too restrictive a time frame?
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#OTalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@chaniedavies Really important for busy clinicians #Otalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OT_Jim @Katiethomson9 I like this idea #otalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT Any managers in the chat? How can we protect this time and ensure it becomes part of the role as valuable…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk personally, slaying of imposter syndrome… all joking aside it’s knowing how and when to approach a publication, the fears of
peer review and having to format and lay it out etc

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q4: im not in practice anymore now a lecturer, but I would love to support someone to complete this and assist from an academic perspective

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q5: Can already see from this #OTalk chat benefits such as forging stronger collaboration among practicing occupational therapists and those in
research

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SamOTantha: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk Q4: im not in practice anymore now a lecturer, but I would love to support someone to complete this an…

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@KatrinaBannigan @chaniedavies @LeonaMcquaid Would like to hear more about both of these ideas! #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@lucyevt @emmaspellmanOT It can be collected over time, in the duration you work with a client potentially. Collect as you go into the database #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk it brings the lived experience, easy to relate to by others and occupational therapists, and informs evidence based practice that can be applied
in practice

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeonaMcquaid Being able to share the power of occupational therapy! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid Was thinking more group with induvidual time and helpful hints and questions from others to guide what you might need to think of
or include. Hard to explain in tweet.#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid @emmaspellmanOT #OTalk good question

Helena OT @helenadmello
@KatrinaBannigan @chaniedavies @LeonaMcquaid Scaffolding to get started for sure #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid Imposter syndrome runs deep @OT_Jim but I do agree, im yet to publish in a traditional journal but I do find the idea
rather daunting #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
This 

/

 #OTalk

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@SamOTantha @LeonaMcquaid Great idea for joint ventures ! #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid Support from services, mentorship/ action sets to support reflective practice, like the idea of a dictionary, but fundamentally it needs to be supported in
practice and be seen as a priority! #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan So if you had a manaul with support on how to complete it i.e. input the data of your case - would that help? #otalk
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Ros French @RosFrench1
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk, peer and practice support, time and valued and access to a research supervisor.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
#OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @RosFrench1: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk, peer and practice support, time and valued and access to a research supervisor.

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid Thought of something else too #OTalk Q5: More holistic understanding of service user fused from the practitioner’s engagement with them and
construction of case study to the researchers study of this and feedback to practitioner - is this how it happens, eek 

7

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk an exemplar would be gold!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan So if you had a manaul with support on how to complete it i.e. input the data of your case - wou…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid The problem in practice is that many work in very small teams/services and the supports aren't available. The wider community is needed to
support! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @LeonaMcquaid Support from services, mentorship/ action sets to support reflective practice, like the idea of a dictionary…

Ros French @RosFrench1
@LeonaMcquaid #OTalk not surprised but interested in learning more and applying in practice

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
@SamOTantha @OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid Terrified and at beginning of that experience. Luckily colleague skilled to cover my inexperience and fears
#OTalk

Lee Winterburn. @LeeWinterburn89
@emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk agreed, I think it is sometimes assumed there is a barrier between the different pathways we choose as OTs and that we
are two different species... we are the same unit and this could be a first step to unity as OTs!

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Here we are, final question of the night. Q6. What strengths and skills do occupational therapists use in practice that could be transferable to case study research?
#OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/fFfs49lFXe

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @LeeWinterburn89: @emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk agreed, I think it is sometimes assumed there is a barrier between the different…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Just dive in! (Most) reviewers are much more helpful and constructive than you might think. Also view the feedback as helpful, I’ve always found it has enhanced my work
#OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @OTalk_: This 

/

 #OTalk

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid On a small scale, the method makes the cycle from research to action faster? Goes straight to the service user's thoughts/ wants/ needs, clearly
highlights findings, and can be funded directly back into practice. Quick ROI for everyone #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OT_Jim @Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid Realistic, achievable and not too daunting #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
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@RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid I think this is really important as I think we all have the potential but often we need encouragement and practical support and that can
make all the difference #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SamOTantha @OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid So is it demystifying the publication process that is needed rather than a new publication? #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @SamOTantha: @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid I think this is really important as I think we all have the potential but often we need encourage…

Ros French @RosFrench1
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk I agree I have only used them for educational purposes with students or more recently with facilitating training programmes
with support staff but I can see how beneficial they would be for research

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid Most certainly #OTalk https://t.co/keheMR6tbq

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan @SamOTantha @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk yes please!

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ Knowing how to break something down into small achievable steps #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@SamOTantha @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid I agree concepts around research are not as complicated the concepts associated with occupational science so we
definitely have the potential! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @Katiethomson9: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ Knowing how to break something down into small achievable steps #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@SamOTantha @RosFrench1 Absolutely we all have the potential. Thinking about your working week now - could you carve out time if there was practical support
available to start this? Time is often a cited barrier so I'm curious #otalk @OTalk_

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid Definitely #OTalk https://t.co/GgqWKA9aBG

#OTalk @OTalk_
Final question #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ As with so much in life! But something occupational therapists are adept at! We just need to transfer our knowledge 

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ #OTalk Q6: I liked the idea in the blog about the OT process, I reflected about during OT process data is gathered and analysed,
assessments are analysed, the results of interventions also analysed and action upon findings made. Other thoughts that are useful may follow 

8

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
A recent “Live” case study, I was involved in led to an immediate set of actions by CCG that positively improved the outcomes for all involved. Currently writing it up
#OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@preston_jenny That has been my experience as well! #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@Katiethomson9 The opportunity to bring case studies together to increase the evidence.. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @lucyevt It is a very common assumption that all case study research is qualitative but they can also be used to review i…

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ As OTs we are holistic, passionate, compassionate, creative problem solvers, detectives, inquisitive, with our overarching focus on occupation
above all else. This and so much more would be transferable to being able to implement case study research #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
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RT @SamOTantha: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ As OTs we are holistic, passionate, compassionate, creative problem solvers, detectives, inquisitive,…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Absolutely, we all research in practice, we constantly collect evidence and interpret it but how is that documents and what patient
information system is that sitting on not being used..? #otalk Accessing this data for your area of interest might allow us to compare practice too

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @SamOTantha @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid I agree concepts around research are not as complicated the concepts associated…

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Absolutely, we all research in practice, we constantly collect evidence and interpret it but how…

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ We have listening and observational skills. OTs really hear the person and their perspective as an individual, not just as a data mine to
plunder! #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @SamOTantha: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ As OTs we are holistic, passionate, compassionate, creative problem solvers, detectives, inquisitive,…

#OTalk @OTalk_
I think this tweet sums up tonight's chat very nicely #OTalk

Lee Winterburn. @LeeWinterburn89
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ #OTalk we are amazing at allowing others to share their journey and helping them to carry them on and achieve their goals. and this allows us
to improve the occupational outcomes for others later down the line.

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim That sounds fascinating - I would love to hear more about it and read the report Perhaps it could be the basis for a future #OTalk on a novel and innovative
research approach?

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Absolutely, we all research in practice, we constantly collect evidence and interpret it but how…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: I think this tweet sums up tonight's chat very nicely #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk so I find case studies (individual or community) give you a wealth of data, a comprehensive scope of enqui…

Sareeta @SareetaOT
RT @SamOTantha: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ As OTs we are holistic, passionate, compassionate, creative problem solvers, detectives, inquisitive,…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny I would have to agree. It was daunting doing it for the first time but the feedback has really helped shape my work and my thinking.
You might never feel ready or good enough so just give it a go and see #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ #OTalk time is a big factor if research is not supported or valued in the role you undertake due to demands of the services.
But it’s our job to be able to articulate the benefits of having protected time for personal and service development and negotiate!

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Would be nice to collect data that can be used beneficially for profession, not just going into cyberland clouds. It would make it meaninful for me, patient and service
#Otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@KatrinaBannigan It is one I am hoping has academic merit that can be shared. #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid ... and they enable us to us to tell stories which brings research alive! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny I would have to agree. It was daunting doing it for the first time but the feedback has r…

Sareeta @SareetaOT
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RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Absolutely, we all research in practice, we constantly collect evidence and interpret it but how…

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
@OTalk_ What a great discussion tonight! Went so quickly #Otalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ Our activity Analysis skills are second to none and it makes such a difference in being able to pin point the small meaningful
concepts but also gain a good perspective on the big picture too! #Otalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ It is all about the person and their perspective #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@lucyevt @emmaspellmanOT @LeonaMcquaid That would be my sense #OTalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OT_Jim @KatrinaBannigan Sounds really interesting and great it had demonstrable impact already #otalk

dave ogden @DaveDaoggio
RT @CeeCeeOT: Late and lurking 

6

 #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ I remember this feeling well! Especially working in a dual role such as being care coordinator rarely had time for lunch let alone
potential research #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan #OTalk 6 months work that was really rewarding

#OTalk @OTalk_
Well, tons of engaging, sharing, learning, thinking in tonight’s chat. I think you have started something!!! @LeonaMcquaid #Otalk at its absolute best! Don’t forget your
quick reflective logs to record your initial thoughts and devise an action plan https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ We do need to create supportive research cultures #OTalk 

/ / / /

 https://t.co/l4osXAXSsF

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
RT @OTalk_: Well, tons of engaging, sharing, learning, thinking in tonight’s chat. I think you have started something!!! @LeonaMcquaid #O…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Great discussion tonight everyone. Thank you @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 and also to @NikkiDanielsOT for keeping us all on track 

9

 

#OTalk @OTalk_
I think you will all agree that this was a really informative #otalk A massive thanks to our hosts and good luck to @LeonaMcquaid on the rest of your PhD studies. You've
inspired us!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: Well, tons of engaging, sharing, learning, thinking in tonight’s chat. I think you have started something!!! @LeonaMcquaid #O…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@SamOTantha @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ I can definitely remember days where we didn’t stop on Isla! #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ We do need to create supportive research cultures #OTalk 

/ / / /

 https:/…

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
Such an interesting discussion on case study research and further ways of making research accessible to clinicians and students. #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny I’ll be tweeting you all when I get the courage to make an attempt. One of my goals this year #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ #OTalk listening and observational skills. Understanding and respecting the persons experiences, roles and routines and what’s matters to
them and working together through the OT process, reflecting and analysing. Creative and interested in the lives experience

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @OTalk_: I think you will all agree that this was a really informative #otalk A massive thanks to our hosts and good luck to @LeonaMcqua…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @preston_jenny: Great discussion tonight everyone. Thank you @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 and also to @NikkiDanielsOT…

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
Thankyou everyone for such a lively discussion tonight. I can't wait to read through the transcript. I have really enjoyed sharing the #Otalk blog. Big thanks to my
supervisors @KatrinaBannigan and @Katiethomson9 Also to @ElizabethCasso1 for their support of my PhD @OTalk_

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @OTalk_: I think you will all agree that this was a really informative #otalk A massive thanks to our hosts and good luck to @LeonaMcqua…

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ We have so many skills as an occupational therapist that are transferable to case studies. We could be writing case studies frequently with
the right support and direction. #otalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Well done @LeonaMcquaid 

9 9 9 9

 #Otalk @GcuOcc @GCUOTS

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @NikkiDanielsOT here here #OTalk

OTEmmaS

!

 @emmaspellmanOT
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid 

:

 super #OTalk 

3 . !

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @LeonaMcquaid: Thankyou everyone for such a lively discussion tonight. I can't wait to read through the transcript. I have really enjoye…

GCU OT Society @GCUOTS
RT @OTalk_: I think you will all agree that this was a really informative #otalk A massive thanks to our hosts and good luck to @LeonaMcqua…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ We do need to create supportive research cultures #OTalk 

/ / / /

 https:/…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Please do, more than happy to help (and not just in my capacity as a reviewer!) #OTalk

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @ElizabethCasso1 @OTalk_ Thank you for sharing your approach- really made me think about my practice! Will
definitely think about where and how to move forward! #otalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
@OTalk_ Thank you everyone for getting so involved. Watch this space for case study research in occupational therapy (CSOT) I hope you enjoyed it and happy to share
more thoughts if you want to explore this further in your practice #otalk Thankyou @otalk for having us!

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk an excellent OT talk, thank you for the questions and prompts!

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
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@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @ElizabethCasso1 @OTalk_ Thank you! And to everyone for their contributions - taught me a lot, thank you
#OTalk

dave ogden @DaveDaoggio
RT @OT_Jim: #OTalk this!!

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Lucy Thomas @lucyevt
@OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan Echoing the above - would love to read once published. Sounds like you're doing good work! #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk yes thank for another great topic and discussion

Helena OT @helenadmello
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Thank you Leona. That was great. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
@OT_Jim @OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid #inspiringresearch #OTalk. Just maybe something is possible? 

* ;

Emma Laird (she/her) @EmmaLairdOT
@LeonaMcquaid @preston_jenny @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @NikkiDanielsOT Thank you for a fab session - really thought provoking and hoping to link in
with my own practice experience. We have so much to offer #otalk @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@chaniedavies @OT_Jim @OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Lovely note to end on. Thanks @chaniedavies #OTalk

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @LeonaMcquaid @preston_jenny @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @NikkiDanielsOT Thank you for a fab session - really thought…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Well done @LeonaMcquaid 

9 9 9 9

 #Otalk @GcuOcc @GCUOTS

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ We do need to create supportive research cultures #OTalk 

/ / / /

 https:/…

Lorian Mead 

<

 

&

 @lm_ldot
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Sarah Norris @sirronharas
@LeonaMcquaid #otalk a framework - ethical considerations, how to choose the case, write up.

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
Do you remember when you joined Twitter? I do! #MyTwitterAnniversary well following an enjoyable #OTalk Twitter reminds me how old I am! How has it been 12 years
already! It’s all @ChrisMoyles fault, getting innocent listeners to follow him instead of @comedydave1979 https://t.co/GmuO55No3J

Okech Alèmbah @vyronemarvel
@OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Thank you for hosting and sharing with us this incredible information . 

9

 #OTalk

Bournemouth Uni OT @Bournemouth_OT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @OTalk_: Well, tons of engaging, sharing, learning, thinking in tonight’s chat. I think you have started something!!! @LeonaMcquaid #O…

Helena OT @helenadmello
@KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny @LeonaMcquaid Great, thank you for sharing #OTalk

Helena OT @helenadmello
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ @otalk Look forward to reading this @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk
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Fiona Page (she/her) @FionaPageOT
One for the diary #6OT509

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@EmmaLairdOT @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 @ElizabethCasso1 @OTalk_ That was great @LeonaMcquaid really enjoyed it. Best of luck with
the rest of your PhD, can’t wait to find out even more about it !! #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
Looking forward to it! Also great timing as ill be delivering a lecture on social occupations for advanced practitioners at @HuddersfieldUni this semester. I’m sure this will
provide me@the you much food for thought. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeonaMcquaid Joining in after hours because this is interesting. A1. I think sometimes I am a fascinating walking case study for autism researchers. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk case studies have been the primary source of evidence for my service improvement projects and placement re…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid I have worked with students to collect case studies of in depth experiences that we hope to pool to crea…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @LeonaMcquaid I think they provide students with an opportunity to do robust research without becoming overwhelmed by…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @LeonaMcquaid And also in depth look on a particular issue, or sometimes needed for issues that are relatively unknown. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lucyevt: @LeonaMcquaid None - very curious to hear others' experiences, particularly in practice. I think I've only read qualitative ex…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @OTalk_ Being new to research - I find that we need to be able to use practice to inform research and future direction of…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @lucyevt It is a very common assumption that all case study research is qualitative but they can also be used to review i…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk so I find case studies (individual or community) give you a wealth of data, a comprehensive scope of enqui…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: Case studies been an important part of evidencing worth of service, educating other members of the team and have had more…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @preston_jenny I would probably call traditional clinical case studies case reports and my perceptions of case study r…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lucyevt: @LeonaMcquaid Yes, very interesting and useful application. There's one I'm reading at the moment for a journal club, so this…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@lucyevt @LeonaMcquaid Definitely should be used more. Perhaps more OT dissertation experiences or student research projects can feature case study approaches.
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HortensiaGimeno: @KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny there is a methodology for this but not just one case. Single case experimental design…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT @SalAldersonOT If I were calling the shots solo for supervising student research projects, I would be open minded for anything. 

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SalAldersonOT: @FionaPageOT @LeonaMcquaid It was a stand alone project in that it was essentially my dissertation. Really interesting t…
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LeeWinterburn89: @Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk yes, I think making research more approachable would be something that could help…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeeWinterburn89 @Katiethomson9 @LeonaMcquaid In the US in my uni, we have a model of 1 advisor : 4 students. That can help in making the load more
manageable. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeonaMcquaid A3. As someone who is also a service user, I think there is appeal when it comes to autism research. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @SalAldersonOT @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT That's great to hear. We need to provide students with meaningful and enjoya…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KatrinaBannigan @SalAldersonOT @LeonaMcquaid @FionaPageOT That is why I decided to design an enriching experience rather than just a run-of-the-mill
experience. Of course, the fact that I also represent a service user perspective spiced up the research, too. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @LeonaMcquaid #OTalk a case study gives a real mix methodology approach with a voice for the subject/individuals. I think the t…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RhiMacpOT: @LeonaMcquaid It provides a real opportunity to hear the participants voice within research #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @lucyevt: @LeonaMcquaid Explore "grey" subjects that OTs witness in practice but aren't readily covered by other AHPs; explore dark or h…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: Surely it bridges acedemia and practice and relevant to what is happening on the ground, improving patient experience, id…

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Great topic (esp for any @SP_champScheme OT champions!) 

/

 Should be lively and interesting!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@chaniedavies I think it is important for academics to connect with interested clinicians. I know I had been reached out from multiple unis as part of their students’
dissertation committee. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello I couldn’t agree more - it’s how we do this! I suppose this links back to my…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaLairdOT @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @helenadmello And speaking of such, clinicians’ attitude about research is also important. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LeonaMcquaid: @emmaspellmanOT @OTalk_ Study 2 of my PhD with @KatrinaBannigan and @Katiethomson9 will develop the educational resources…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OT_Jim @LeonaMcquaid Also hopefully generating some detailed accounts of actual practice rather than mythologized ada…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: Might make research less scary for some of us to get involved....hint may need simple non research jargon to help those…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@chaniedavies I think if I were not a conference junkie pre-COVID, I sure wouldn’t have the confidence to get involved. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ We have so many skills as an occupational therapist that are transferable to case studies. We could…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@EmmaLairdOT @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ Or sometimes we just need to reference from our old class notes. 

=

 #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: Would be nice to collect data that can be used beneficially for profession, not just going into cyberland clouds. It woul…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @preston_jenny Same goes with me leading my first research group in 2020. Fortunately, I was able to build a support system to
help with my first experience. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LeeWinterburn89: @LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ #OTalk we are amazing at allowing others to share their journey and helping them to carry them o…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaLairdOT: @Katiethomson9 The opportunity to bring case studies together to increase the evidence.. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LeonaMcquaid @OTalk_ And also can be usable to any OT conference presentations we create. #otalk

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @BillWongOT: @LeonaMcquaid A3. As someone who is also a service user, I think there is appeal when it comes to autism research. #otalk

GCU Occupational Therapy @GcuOcc
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @OTalk_ @LeonaMcquaid Well done @LeonaMcquaid 

9 9 9 9

 #Otalk @GcuOcc @GCUOTS

Nat Jones 

& !

She/Her @natlouj
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @RosFrench1 @LeonaMcquaid @SamOTantha @OTalk_ We do need to create supportive research cultures #OTalk 

/ / / /

 https:/…

Bryan Jones @BryanJones15
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Leona McQuaid @LeonaMcquaid
RT @sirronharas: An opportunity to show the value of OT- tell the complex and nuanced story behind the numbers? #Otalk

Nicky Low 

(

T @nickysarahlow1
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
Very much looking forward to it!! A great one for some of the @MascUcl students and teachers to tune into #OccupationalTherapy #creativehealth

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Worth listening to - made me think of the #OTalk the other week on data, and @RCOT_Suzy work! Ways to make the quantitative bits of OT more impactful.

Helen Shearn 

&

 @thesearts
RT @hannah_sercombe: Very much looking forward to it!! A great one for some of the @MascUcl students and teachers to tune into #Occupationa…

Yosh (she/hers) @dj_tiny_rabbi
RT @OT_Jim: #OTalk this!!

Professional Adviser Suzy @RCOT_Suzy
RT @anyadei: Worth listening to - made me think of the #OTalk the other week on data, and @RCOT_Suzy work! Ways to make the quantitative b…

Susan Madigan OT @SusanMadigan3
@flossysworld For me, I try not to use the word disorder anymore, as i feel our wiring is different not disordered, from a Neurodivergent affirmative point of view - did you
see our recent #OTalk? I hope you might write about our strengths in a future blog :)

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
A gift & a grudge from @OT_rach 

'

 #OTalk #ShesNeverGonnaLetThisGo https://t.co/X8L91SFf30

Helen Atkin @HelenAtkin2
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RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

The MoHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @OTalk_: I think this tweet sums up tonight's chat very nicely #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk Tuesday 8th Feb 2022 – Social Prescribing – past, present and future with @smileyfacehalo https://t.co/ZeOdVDB1KO

#HelloMyNameIs Sadie @ot_sadie
Miffed I keep missing #Otalk! I’ve been exhausted due to ongoing work and life stuff. However, Fingers crossed 

>

I will hopefully attend next week

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

!

 @OT_rach
RT @Kirstie_OT: A gift & a grudge from @OT_rach 

'

 #OTalk #ShesNeverGonnaLetThisGo https://t.co/X8L91SFf30

Helena OT @helenadmello
RT @anyadei: Worth listening to - made me think of the #OTalk the other week on data, and @RCOT_Suzy work! Ways to make the quantitative b…

Dr Emma Green @DrEmmaGreen_OT
Looks like it was a great #otalk last night with @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 on case study research. Looking forward to reading transcript. A
great resource as I never make them live. Well done everyone!

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
RT @DrEmmaGreen_OT: Looks like it was a great #otalk last night with @LeonaMcquaid @KatrinaBannigan @Katiethomson9 on case study research.…

Dr Katrina Bannigan 

"

 #BlackLivesMatter @KatrinaBannigan
@AliAHPDem @DrEmmaGreen_OT @LeonaMcquaid @Katiethomson9 I think #OTalk adds them to the blog a few days after 

/ / / /

 https://t.co/sCPRmzkKVi
@elaineahpmh @AliAHPDem

Chantelle Martin 

(

T @chaniedavies
Looking forward to these discussions! Research starting to grab me but this defo up my street 

?

Katie thomson @Katiethomson9
RT @KatrinaBannigan: @AliAHPDem @DrEmmaGreen_OT @LeonaMcquaid @Katiethomson9 I think #OTalk adds them to the blog a few days after 

/ / / /

 ht…

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@Kirstie_OT @OT_rach Cheers..... #OTalk merch? 

@ @ @

 https://t.co/nHqUWHDPdh

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 8th February 2022 8pm (UK) will be hosted by Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo, Coordinator: Social Prescribing Unit @UCLan @UCLanSocPres discussing social
prescribing, Here is a little pre chat reading and some questions to spark your thinking. #FreeCPD https://t.co/6uaffJQoRZ

CAHPR CumbriaLancs @CumbriaLancsAHP
Details for the next #OTalk have been confirmed...

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 8th February 2022 8pm (UK) will be hosted by Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo, Coordinator: Social Prescribing Unit @UCLan @UC…

Occupational Therapy Doctoral Network (UK) @DoctoralOTUK
RT @OTalk_: I think this tweet sums up tonight's chat very nicely #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @CumbriaLancsAHP: Details for the next #OTalk have been confirmed...

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@StudentOTs Have a look at the #OTalk from 27th November 2018

katy @katysimpsonOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 8th February 2022 8pm (UK) will be hosted by Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo, Coordinator: Social Prescribing Unit @UCLan @UC…

Wendy Fisher @WendyJFisher
Come and work with us #OTalk #therapy #OTs #teamNL
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Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 8th February 2022 8pm (UK) will be hosted by Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo, Coordinator: Social Prescribing Unit @UCLan @UC…

OT_Expert

♥

 #StopTheShock @OT_Expert
RT @OT_Expert: Wow - this has come around fast! Final question..... 

5

Question 5

5

 "Do you have resources you can share to improve our neu…

Christina @Christi29448451
RT @WendyJFisher: Come and work with us #OTalk #therapy #OTs #teamNL

Ray Hennessy @RayHennessy1
RT @WendyJFisher: Come and work with us #OTalk #therapy #OTs #teamNL
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